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SURJECTIVITY OF MEAN VALUE OPERATORS ON NONCOMPACT
SYMMETRIC SPACES
JENS CHRISTENSEN, FULTON GONZALEZ, AND TOMOYUKI KAKEHI
Abstract. Let X “ G{K be a symmetric space of the non-compact type. We prove that the
mean value operator over translated K-orbits of a fixed point is surjective on the space of smooth
functions on X if X is either complex or of rank one. For higher rank spaces it is shown that the
same statement is true for points in an appropriate Weyl subchamber.
1. Introduction
Let X “ G{K be a symmetric space of the non-compact type. We will investigate the question
of surjectivity of convolution operators on the space of smooth functions on X. Let EpXq denote
the space of smooth functions on X equipped with the topology of uniform convergence of all
derivatives on compact sets. We will show, in particular, that for any y in X the mean value
operator
Myfpxq “
ż
K
fpgk ¨ yq dk px “ g ¨ o P Xq,
is a surjective linear operator on EpXq if X is either complex or of rank one. The mean value
operator above can be realized as a convolution operator with aK-invariant distribution of compact
support. This allows us to transfer the problem to Euclidean space via the Abel transform, and in
Euclidean space we can apply conditions on the convolution kernel which were previously obtained
by Ehrenpreis ([Ehr60]) and Ho¨rmander ([Ho¨r05]). Furthermore, our approach allows us to conclude
that G-invariant differential operators are surjective on smooth functions on symmetric spaces,
which is one of the main results in [Hel73]. (See also [Ehr54] or [Mal54] for the corresponding result
on Euclidean space.)
Mean value operators can also be thought of as Radon transforms related to double fibrations.
(See [Hel08], Ch. II, §3). Some of the principal problems are to determine the kernels, ranges, and
the mapping properties of these transforms and their duals on spaces of functions and distributions.
For example, the dual classical Radon transform was shown to be surjective on the space of smooth
functions by Hertle in 1984 ([Her84]). A similar result was proved by Helgason for the dual horocycle
Radon transform on symmetric spaces. (See [Hel83] or [Hel08], Ch. IV, Corollary 2.5.)
Mean value operators are essentially self-dual integral transforms, so questions pertaining to
these transforms and their duals coincide. The surjectivity of spherical mean value operators on
Euclidean space as well as the hyperbolic space H3 was recently proved in the thesis of K. Lim
[Lim12]. The idea of using Ehrenpreis and Ho¨rmander estimates in our work originates from the
thesis by K. Lim.
2. The Ehrenpreis and Ho¨rmander Criteria
Throughout this paper we will use the following standard spaces on a smooth manifold M.
The space EpMq denotes the space of smooth functions on M equipped with the topology of
uniform convergence of all derivatives on every compact subset of M. The space DpMq denotes
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the subspace of functions in EpMq which are compactly supported. The dual D1pMq is called the
space of distributions on M, and the dual E 1pMq is the space of compactly supported distributions.
The dual spaces D1pMq and E 1pMq are (if not stated otherwise) equipped with the weak* topology.
In this section, we consider the convolution operator on Rn with a given distribution of compact
support. In particular, for a distribution µ P E 1pRnq, consider the convolution operator cµ : EpRnq Ñ
EpRnq given by
(2.1) cµpfq “ f ˚ µ.
Since µ has compact support, the Fourier-Laplace transform µ˚ is a holomorphic function on Cn.
A complete description of the Fourier transforms of compactly supported distributions is of course
provided by the Paley-Wiener Theorem. (See, for instance, Theorem 7.3.1 in [Ho¨r03], where it is
formulated in terms of support functions.)
The operator cµ is, in general, not injective on EpRnq. In fact suppose that ζ P Cn is a zero of
the holomorphic function µ˚. Then if fpxq “ eixζ,xy, we would have cµpfq “ 0. However, if µ ‰ 0,
then cµ is injective as an operator on E
1pRnq, as is easily seen by taking Fourier transforms.
On the other hand, cµ : EpRnq Ñ EpRnq is often surjective, as for instance when cµ happens
to be a constant coefficient differential operator [Ehr54, Theorem 10]. In the theorem below, we
collect conditions provided in Ho¨rmander’s text ([Ho¨r05], Theorem 16.3.10, Definition 16.3.12, and
Theorem 16.5.7) which are equivalent to the surjectivity of cµ. In order to formulate the theorem
we need a definition:
Definition 2.1. We will say that a function u : Cn Ñ C is slowly decreasing if there is a constant
A ą 0 such that
supt|upζq| : ζ P Cn, }ζ ´ ξ} ď A logp2` }ξ}qu ě pA` }ξ}q´A,
for all ξ P Rn.
This is easily shown to be equivalent to the following seemingly more flexible condition: the function
u : Cn Ñ C is slowly decreasing if and only if there are positive constants A, B, C, and D such
that
(2.2) supt|upζq| : ζ P Cn, }ζ ´ ξ} ď A logp2` }ξ}qu ě BpC ` }ξ}q´D
for all ξ P Rn.
In what follows, let µ_ be the distribution µ_pfq “ µpf_q, for f P EpXq, where f_pxq “ fp´xq.
Theorem 2.2. (Ehrenpreis [Ehr60], Ho¨rmander [Ho¨r05]) Let µ P E 1pRnq. Then the following
conditions on µ are equivalent.
(i) The convolution operator cµ : EpRnq Ñ EpRnq is surjective.
(ii) The Fourier transform µ˚ is slowly decreasing.
(iii) For any T P E 1pRnq such that T ˚{µ˚ is an entire function on Cn, there is an S P E 1pRnq
such that S˚ “ T ˚{µ˚.
(iv) The convolution operator cµ_ : E
1pRnq Ñ E 1pRnq has weak˚ closed range.
In the aforementioned reference, there are additional conditions on µ in case the domain and
range of cµ are required to have support in certain subsets of R
n, but we will not need them here
since they are trivially satisfied when these subsets equal Rn.
Following Ho¨rmander, we will say that a distribution µ P E 1pRnq is invertible provided that it
satisfies any of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 2.2.
Since cµ_ : E
1pRnq Ñ E 1pRnq is injective if µ ‰ 0, the equivalence of Conditions (i) and (iv) above
is a special case of the following general fact about continuous linear mappings on Freche´t spaces.
(In [Ho¨r05], Theorem 16.5.7, it is used to prove that (iv) implies (i).)
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Theorem 2.3. Let E and F be Freche´t spaces. A continuous linear map Φ: E Ñ F is surjective
if and only if its adjoint Φ˚ : F 1 Ñ E1 is injective and has a weak˚ closed range in E1.
For a proof of Theorem 2.3, see Theorem 7.7, Ch. IV in Schaefer’s book [Sch71]. See also Theorem
3.7, Ch. I of [Hel08] for a generalization. We note that it is a straightforward consequence of the
Hahn-Banach Theorem that a subspace of E1 is closed in the weak˚ topology of E1 if and only if it
is closed in the strong topology of E1.
Note that while the other conditions in Theorem 2.2 are mapping conditions, Condition (ii) is
a condition that is in theory testable by computation. According to [Mal56], if the ratio T ˚{µ˚ is
an entire function on Cn, then it is of exponential type. In order for this ratio to be the Fourier
transform of a compactly supported distribution, it must be of slow (i.e., polynomial) growth in
R
n, and the slow decrease condition (ii) on µ˚ is equivalent to this.
Finally, we note that if µ is invertible, then so is µ_, and the (closed) range cµpE 1pRnqq is given
precisely by the set
(2.3) tS P E 1pRnq : S˚pζq{µ˚pζq is an entire function on Cnu.
We will need the following refinement of Condition (iii), which can be found in the proof of
Theorem 16.3.10 in [Ho¨r05].
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that u : Cn Ñ C is slowly decreasing and holomorphic. For every triple
pC,R,Nq P R` ˆ R` ˆ Z`, there is a triple pC 1, R1, N 1q P R` ˆ R` ˆ Z` such that whenever
v : Cn Ñ C is holomorphic and satisfies
|vpζq| ď C p1` }ζ}qN eR }Im ζ}
for all ζ P Cn and v{u is holomorphic on Cn, then
|vpζq{upζq| ď C 1 p1` }ζ}qN 1 eR1 }Im ζ}
for all ζ P Cn.
The slow decrease condition (ii) implies, in particular, that constant coefficient differential oper-
ators on Rn are invertible, since their Fourier transforms are polynomials. Below we shall see that
it also implies that finite sums of delta functions are invertible. This result is already obtained in
[Ehr55] , but we include a proof here in order to demonstrate the use of Theorem 2.2(ii) and (2.2).
Proposition 2.5. Fix distinct distinct x1, . . . , xN in R
n. Then the distribution µ “ řNj“1 δxj is
invertible.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that N ą 1 (otherwise cµ is just a translation
which is trivially surjective) and that }x1} ě }xj} for all j. Then in particular, x1 ‰ 0 and
xxj, x1y ă }x1}2 for all j ą 1. Choose any constant A such that
(2.4) A ą }x1} logN
log 2p}x1}2 ´ xxj, x1yq pj “ 2, . . . , Nq.
For any ζ P Cn, we have µ˚pζq “ řNj“1 e´ixxj ,ζy. Thus if ξ, η P Rn and ζ “ ξ ` iη, we have
|µ˚pζq| “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
j“1
exxj ,ηy e´ixxj ,ξy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“ exx1,ηy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇe´ixx1,ξy ` Nÿ
j“2
epxxj ,ηy´xx1,ηyq e´ixxj ,ξy
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ě exx1,ηy
˜
1´
Nÿ
j“2
epxxj ,ηy´xx1,ηyq
¸
(2.5)
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Fixing ξ for the moment, let η “ tx1, choosing t so that
}x1} logN
}x1}2 ´ xxj , x1y ă t}x1} ď A logp2` }ξ}q pj “ 2, . . . , Nq.
This is possible, by our choice (2.4) of A. Then }ζ ´ ξ} “ }η} “ t}x1} ď A logp2 ` }ξ}q, and
moreover, tpxxj , x1y ´ }x1}2q ă ´ logN for j ě 2. Hence by (2.5) we have
|µ˚pζq| ě et}x1}2
˜
1´
Nÿ
j“2
etpxxj ,x1y´}x1}
2q
¸
ě et}x1}2 ¨ 1
N
(2.6)
If we now choose t so that t}x1} “ A logp2 ` }ξ}q, then we see that the Fourier estimate (2.6)
becomes
|µ˚pζq| ě 1
N
p2` }ξ}qA}x1},
which will certainly imply the slow decrease condition (2.2). 
Remark. For distinct points x1, . . . , xN in R
n and nonzero complex scalars c1, . . . , cN , the above
proof can be easily modified to show that the distribution
µ “
Nÿ
j“1
cjδxj
is invertible. In this case, we can again assume that N ą 1 and that }x1} is maximal, and we
choose A so that
A ą }x1}plogM ` log |cj | ´ log |c1|q
log 2p}x1}2 ´ xxj, x1yq pj “ 2, . . . , Nq,
where M is any constant such that M ą N and M ą 2|cj | for j “ 1, . . . , N . We will leave the
details to the reader.
We finish this section by including the more general result from [Ehr55, Theorem 5] which we
will use later
Theorem 2.6. Fix distinct points x1, . . . , xN in R
n and let p1, . . . , pN be polynomials in R
n. Then
the distribution µ “ řNj“1 pjpB1, . . . , Bnqδxj is invertible.
3. Noncompact Symmetric Spaces: Preliminaries and Notation
Now let X “ G{K be a noncompact symmetric space, where G is a real noncompact semisimple
Lie group with finite center, and K is a maximal compact subgroup. We will now fix the more
or less standard terminology associated with these spaces, which may be found, for example, in
Helgason’s books [Hel01] and [Hel00].
Let g denote the Lie algebra of G and denote by xX,Y y the Killing form
xX,Y y “ TrpadpXqadpY qq.
If k denotes the Lie algebra of K, then we have a Cartan decomposition
g “ k‘ p,
where p is the orthogonal complement of k under the Killing form on g. The Killing form restricted
to p is positive definite, and we define a norm on p by
}X} “
a
xX,Xy.
We endow the symmetric space X with the left invariant Riemannian metric induced from this
norm on p – To pG{Kq, where o is the identity coset tKu in X “ G{K.
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Let a be a maximal abelian subspace of p, and let Σ denote the set of (restricted) roots of g
with respect to a. For each α P Σ, let gα be the corresponding root space, gα “ tX P g : rH,Xs “
αpHqX for all H P au. Then we have the root space decomposition
g “ g0 ‘
ÿ
αPΣ
gα,
with g0 the centralizer of a in g. We have g0 “ hk ‘ a, where hk is the centralizer of a in k.
We fix a positive Weyl chamber a` in a, and let Σ` denote the corresponding set of positive
restricted roots. In addition, let Σ0 and Σ
`
0 denote the set of indivisible roots and positive indivisible
roots, respectively. Let
n “
ÿ
αPΣ`
gα,
and let N be the analytic subgroup of G with Lie algebra n. If A is the analytic subgroup of G
with Lie algebra a, then we have the Iwasawa decomposition
(3.1) G “ NAK.
If g P G, we write g “ npgq expApgq kpgq, in accordance with (3.1), with Apgq P a.
If α P Σ, its multiplicity is mα “ dim gα. We put
(3.2) ρ “ 1
2
ÿ
αPΣ`
mα α.
Let tα1, . . . , αlu be the set of all simple roots. The root lattice Λ is the subset of a˚ consisting of
all sums
řl
j“1 kj αj , with each kj P Z. We also put Λ` “ t
řl
j“1 kjαj : kj P Z` for all ju.
For each g P G, let τpgq denote the left translation x ÞÑ g ¨ x on X, and if f is a function on X,
we put τpgqfpxq “ fpg´1 ¨ xq.
Let M be the centralizer and M 1 the normalizer of A in K, and let W be the quotient group
M 1{M . ThenW is the Weyl group associated with the root system Σ. Let DpXq denote the algebra
of left invariant differential operators on X, and let Γ be the Harish-Chandra isomorphism from
DpXq to the algebra Ipaq “ SpaqW of W -invariant elements of the symmetric algebra Spaq.
A spherical function on X is a K-invariant joint eigenfunction ϕ of DpXq normalized so that
ϕpoq “ 1. The spherical functions are parametrized by the orbit space a˚
C
{W , where a˚
C
is the
complexified dual space of a. The spherical function corresponding to λ P a˚
C
(or rather its W
orbit) is
(3.3) ϕλpxq “
ż
B
epiλ`ρqApx,bq db px P Xq.
Here B “ K{M , db is the normalized K-invariant measure on the coset space B, and if x “ g ¨o, b “
kM , we have put Apx, bq “ Apk´1gq. Apx, bq represents the “directed distance” from o to the
horocycle passing through x and with “normal” b. More precisely, by the Iwasawa decomposition,
if b “ kM , then we have x “ kan ¨ o for unique a P A (independent of the choice of representative
in the coset kM) and n P N , and a “ expApx, bq.
The spherical function ϕλ satisfies
(3.4) ϕw¨λpxq “ ϕλpxq, ϕλpk ¨ xq “ ϕλpxq
for all x P X, k P K, λ P a˚
C
, and w PW .
Later we will need the following integration formula based on the Iwasawa decomposition (3.1).
Using the fact that A normalizes N , we have G “ ANK, so with appropriate normalizations of the
Haar measures on A and N we have
(3.5)
ż
X
fpxq dx “
ż
A
ż
N
fpan ¨ oq dn da,
when this integral makes sense.
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4. The Fourier and Radon Transforms on G{K
The Fourier transform of a function f P DpXq is the function rf on a˚
C
ˆB given by
(4.1) rfpλ, bq “ ż
X
fpxq ep´iλ`ρqApx,bq dx pλ P a˚C, b P Bq.
The Fourier transform extends naturally to compactly supported distributions on X: if S P E 1pXq,rS is the function on a˚
C
ˆB given by rSpλ, bq “ Spe´λ,bq
where eλ,bpxq “ epiλ`ρqApx,bq which is in EpXq. This definition is often written as an integral
(4.2) rSpλ, bq “ ż
X
ep´iλ`ρqApx,bq dSpxq.
In case f (or S) is K-invariant, the Fourier transform becomes the spherical Fourier transform,
which for S is given by
(4.3) rSpλq “ Spϕ´λq “ ż
X
ϕ´λpxq dSpxq pλ P a˚C.q
Moreover, if S, T P E 1pXq, and if T is K-invariant, we have
(4.4) pS ˚ T q„pλ, bq “ rSpλ, bq rT pλq pλ P a˚C, b P K{Mq,
with analogous relations in case S or T are replaced by elements of DpXq.
The Fourier transform on X is intimately connected to the horocycle Radon transform. A horo-
cycle is an orbit in X of a conjugate of N . If Ξ denotes the set of all horocycles, then G acts
transitively on Ξ and the isotropy subgroup of the “fundamental” horocycyle ξ0 “ N ¨ o is MN .
Thus we can identify Ξ with the homogeneous manifold G{MN . Moreover, the Iwasawa decompo-
sition also shows that the map
K{M ˆAÑ Ξ
pkM, aq ÞÑ ka ¨ ξ0(4.5)
is a diffeomorphism. The horocycle Radon transform maps suitable functions on X to suitable
functions on Ξ, and is given by
(4.6) pfpka ¨ ξ0q “ ż
N
fpkan ¨ oq dn pk P K, a P Aq.
In particular, the map f ÞÑ pf is a continuous linear map from DpXq into DpΞq. (See [Hel08],
Ch. I, §3 for general continuity properties of integral transforms on homogeneous spaces.) The
Iwasawa decomposition implies the following “projection-slice” relation between the Fourier and
Radon transforms: rfpλ, bq “ ż
A
pfpb, aq ep´iλ`ρq log a da
“ peρplogp¨qq pfpb, ¨qq˚pλq ppλ, bq P a˚C ˆBq.(4.7)
The dual horocycle transform ψ ÞÑ qψ maps EpΞq to EpXq by integrating over horocycles contain-
ing a given point:
(4.8) qψpg ¨ oq “ ż
K
ψpgk ¨ ξ0q dk pg P Gq
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for ψ P EpXq. This transform is a continuous map from EpΞq to EpXq (again see [Hel08], Ch. I, §3).
Our group-theoretic setup implies that the horocycle transform and its dual are formal adjoints,
hence the term dual transform:
(4.9)
ż
BˆA
pfpb, aqψpb, aq e2ρplog aq da db “ ż
X
fpxq qψpxq dx,
for f P DpXq and ψ P EpΞq. (TheG-invariant measure on Ξ “ G{MN “ K{MˆA is e2ρplog aq da db.)
We can use the adjoint relation (4.8) to define the Radon transform of any compactly supported
distribution on X. If S P E 1pXq, its Radon transform pS is the distribution on Ξ given by
(4.10) pSpψq “ Sp qψq pψ P EpΞqq.
Being the adjoint of the map ψ ÞÑ qψ, we see that the map S ÞÑ pS is a continuous linear map from
E 1pXq to E 1pΞq.
To derive a projection-slice theorem for distributions, we first define “restriction” maps S ÞÑ pSb
from E 1pXq to E 1pAq for each b P B as follows. Fix b P B. If F P EpAq, consider the function
F b P EpXq given by
(4.11) F bpxq “ F pexpApx, bqq px P Xq.
Let b “ kM . Then the function F b is constant on horocycles with normal b; that is, on the
horocycles ka ¨ ξ0, and so is a horocycle plane wave. Since X “ kAN ¨ o, it is not hard to see that
F ÞÑ F b is a continuous linear map from EpAq to EpXq.
We define the map S ÞÑ pSb to be the adjoint of the map F ÞÑ F b:
(4.12) pSbpF q “ SpF bq pF P EpAqq.
The map S ÞÑ pSb is therefore a continuous linear map from E 1pXq to E 1pAq. In case S “ f P DpXq,
then by (3.5) pfbpaq “ pfpb, aq “ ż
N
fpkan ¨ oq dn pa P A, b “ kMq.
From (4.2), we now obtain the projection-slice theorem for distributions:
(4.13) rSpλ, bq “ ´eρ pSb¯˚ pλq
where the Euclidean Fourier transform is taken over a. If µ P E 1pXq is K-invariant, relation (4.4)
shows that
(4.14) eρ {pS ˚ µqb “ peρ pSbq ˚ µA,
where the convolution on the right hand side is taken over the Euclidean space a, and µA P E 1paq
is the Abel transform of µ:
(4.15) µA “ eρ pµb.
Here b is any element of B. (Since µ is K-invariant, the choice of b does not matter.)
Note also that as a special case of (4.13), we have
(4.16) pµaq˚pλq “ rµpλq pλ P a˚Cq.
There are Paley-Wiener theorems that describe the ranges of the Fourier transforms (4.1) and
(4.2). To state them properly, we first note that rSpλ, bq and rfpλ, bq are smooth on a˚
C
ˆ B and
holomorphic in λ; moreover, the function on a˚
C
given by
(4.17) λ ÞÑ
ż
B
rSpλ, bq epiλ`ρqApx,bq db
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turns out to beW -invariant, and rf satisfies a similar property. The relation (4.17) is a consequence
of the functional relation
ϕλpg´1h ¨ oq “
ż
B
ep´iλ`ρqApg¨o,bq epiλ`ρqAph¨o,bq db,
for all λ P a˚
C
, and g, h P G.
The space a is equipped with the Killing form inner product from p. Fix a basis for a and a
dual basis on a˚ arising from the Killing form inner product. Denote by xλ, ηy the Euclidean inner
product of λ, η P a˚ in terms of the basis for a˚. Finally extend this inner product to a bilinear
form on a˚
C
“ a˚ ` ia, and let }λ} denote the norm of λ P a˚
C
inherited from the bilinear form.
For R ą 0, a function ψpλ, bq, smooth on a˚
C
ˆ B and holomorphic in λ is said to be rapidly
decreasing of uniform exponential type R provided that for any N P Z`, ψ satisfies the condition
(4.18) sup
pλ,bqPa˚
C
ˆB
p1` }λ}qN e´R }Im λ} |ψpλ, bq| ă 8.
Let HRpa˚C ˆ Bq denote the vector space of all such functions, and let Hpa˚C ˆ Bq be their union
for all R. Let HWR pa˚CˆBq denote the subspace of HRpa˚CˆBq consisting of functions ψ satisfying
the invariance condition (4.17), and let HW pa˚
C
ˆBq be their union.
Let DRpXq denote the vector space of all C8 functions on X with support in the closed ball
BRpoq. Then we have the following Paley-Wiener theorem.
Theorem 4.1. ([Hel73], Theorem 8.3.) The Fourier transform f ÞÑ rf is a linear bijection from
DRpXq onto HWR pa˚C ˆBq.
We now state the corresponding Paley-Wiener theorem for compactly supported distributions.
For this, we say that a function Ψpλ, bq, smooth on a˚
C
ˆ B and holomorphic in λ, is of uniform
exponential type R ą 0 in a˚
C
and of slow growth provided that there exist constants A ą 0 and
N P Z` such that
(4.19) |Ψpλ, bq| ď A p1 ` }λ}qN eR }Imλ} ppλ, bq P a˚C ˆBq.
Let KRpa˚CˆBq denote the vector space of all such functions, and let KWR pa˚CˆBq be the subspace
consisting of those functions Ψ satisfying the W -invariance condition (4.17). Finally, let Kpa˚
C
ˆBq
and KW pa˚
C
ˆBq denote the union of the subspaces KR and KWR , respectively, for all R ą 0.
Let E 1RpXq denote the subspace of E 1pXq consisting of all distributions with support in BRpoq.
Theorem 4.2. ([Hel08], Ch. III, Corollary 5.9.)The Fourier transform S ÞÑ rS is a linear bijection
from E 1RpXq onto KWR pa˚C ˆBq.
For proofs of the two Paley-Wiener theorems above, see [Hel08], Ch. III, §5.
5. A Template for Surjectivity
Suppose that µ P E 1pXq is K-invariant. Let cµ be the convolution operator on EpXq given by
cµpfq “ f ˚ µ. Any orthonormal basis of a provides a linear isometry from a˚C onto Cl where
l “ dimpaq. A function u on a˚
C
is called slowly decreasing if it is slowly decreasing as a function
on Cl. Our aim in this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let µ be a K-invariant distribution in E 1pXq whose spherical Fourier transformrµpλq is a slowly decreasing function on a˚
C
. Then the convolution operator cµ : EpXq Ñ EpXq is
surjective.
Note that since µ is K-invariant, the W -invariance (3.4) of λ ÞÑ ϕλpxq and (4.3) imply thatrµ is W -invariant, and the forward Paley-Wiener Theorem (a consequence of the projection-slice
theorem (4.13)) shows that rµpλq is of exponential type and slow growth in a˚
C
.
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Proof. Suppose that rµpλq is slowly decreasing. We now define the K-invariant distribution µ_ P
E 1pXq as follows. Noting that µ is determined by its restriction to the (closed) subspace E#pXq of
EpXq consisting of all K-invariant functions, we put
µ_pfq “
ż
G{K
fpg´1Kq dµpgKq pf P E#pXqq.
Note that the function gK ÞÑ fpg´1Kq belongs to E#pXq.
Now the adjoint map to cµ : EpXq Ñ EpXq is
cµ_ : E
1pXq Ñ E 1pXq
T ÞÑ T ˚ µ_.(5.1)
We will show that this latter map is injective and has closed range in the strong (and hence weak˚)
topology on E 1pXq. The theorem will then follow from Theorem 2.3. (As mentioned earlier, strongly
closed subspaces of E 1pXq are also weak˚ closed.)
The spherical Fourier transform of µ_ is rµp´λq, which is also slowly decreasing, so to simplify
the notation, we will replace µ_ by µ and show that the map cµ : E
1pXq Ñ E 1pXq is injective and
has closed range. Let us first show that the map cµ is injective. The set of all λ for which rµpλq ‰ 0
is open and dense in a˚
C
, and therefore T ˚ µ “ 0 implies thatrT pλ, bq rµpλq “ 0 ppλ, bq P a˚C ˆBq,
from which we obtain rT pλ, bq ” 0, and hence T “ 0.
Now we claim that
(5.2) cµpE 1pXqq
“ tT P E 1pXq : rT pλ, bq{rµpλq is holomorphic in λ for each b P Bu
and that this set is closed in E 1pXq.
From relation (4.4), it is clear that the left hand side above is contained in the right. On the other
hand, suppose that T belongs to the right hand side above. Since rT pλ, bq{rµpλq is holomorphic for
each fixed b, Proposition 11.1 in Appendix B then implies that rT pλ, bq{rµpλq is smooth on a˚
C
ˆB.
By the forward Paley-Wiener Theorem on X, there exist positive constants A and R and an
integer N P Z` (all of which do not depend on b) such that rT satisfies the growth condition
(5.3) |rT pλ, bq| ď A p1` }λ}qN eR }Imλ} pλ, P a˚Cq
for all b P B. Hence by Proposition 2.4, there exist positive constants A1 and R1, and an integer
N 1 P Z`, such that
(5.4)
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ rT pλ, bqrµpλq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď A1 p1` }λ}qN 1 eR1 }Imλ} pλ, P a˚Cq
for all b P B. It follows that rT pλ, bq{rµpλq P Kpa˚
C
ˆ Bq, and it remains to be shown that it is in
KW pa˚
C
ˆBq.
By assumption rT P KW pa˚
C
ˆBq which means thatż
B
rT pλ, bq epiλ`ρqApx,bq db “ ż
B
rT pσλ, bq epiσλ`ρqApx,bq db.
The W -invariance of rµpλq thus givesż
B
rT pλ, bqrµpλq epiλ`ρqApx,bq db “
ż
B
rT pσλ, bqrµpσλq epiσλ`ρqApx,bq db
for all σ PW and all λ P a˚
C
for which rµpλq ‰ 0.
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This set is dense in a˚
C
, and the relation above therefore holds for all λ by continuity, since the
integrands are uniformly continuous on compact sets.
Now that we have established that rT pλ, bq{rµpλq P KW pa˚
C
ˆBq, the Paley-Wiener Theorem on X
(Theorem 4.2) implies that there exists a distribution S P E 1pXq such that rSpλ, bq “ rT pλ, bq{rµpλq.
Hence T “ S ˚ µ, proving the range characterization (5.2).
Next let us prove that the right hand side of (5.2) is a closed subset of E 1pXq. Since the Abel
transform µa satisfies (4.16), µa P E 1paq is an invertible distribution on the Euclidean space a.
Hence by Theorem 2.2, the convolution operator v ÞÑ v ˚ µa on E 1paq has closed range cµapE 1paqq.
Then by relations (5.2), (4.13), and (4.14), we conclude that
(5.5) cµpE 1pXqq “ tT P E 1pXq : eρ pTb P cµapE 1paqq for all b P Bu
For each b P B, the linear map T ÞÑ eρ pTb from E 1pXq to E 1paq is continuous. It follows that
cµpE 1pXqq is a closed subspace of E 1pXq, since E 1paq ˚ µa is closed in E 1paq. This also of course
proves that cµ_pE 1pXqq is closed in E 1pXq, finishing the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Corollary 5.2. (Helgason, 1973) Every nonzero G-invariant differential operator on X is a sur-
jective map from EpXq onto EpXq.
This is one of the main results in [Hel73]. Note that if D P DpXq, then Df “ f ˚ Dδo. Now
Dδo P E 1pXq is K-invariant, and
pDδoq„pλq “ ΓpDqpiλq.
Since the right hand side is a polynomial in λ, it is slowly decreasing, so Theorem 5.1 applies.
6. Mean Value Operators on Symmetric Spaces
Fix a point y P X. The mean value operator My is defined on suitable functions f on X by
(6.1) Myfpxq “
ż
K
fpgk ¨ yq dk px “ g ¨ o P Xq,
where dk is the normalized Haar measure on K. If X is of rank one, then the translated orbit
gK ¨ y is the sphere in X of radius dpo, yq (where d denotes the distance in X) and center g ¨ o, so
the integral in (6.1) represents the average value of f on this sphere.
Now choose any g0 P G such that y “ g0 ¨ o. Then in terms of the convolution on X, we have
(6.2) Myf “ f ˚ χ
K¨g´1
0
¨o pf P EpXqq
where χ
K¨g´1
0
¨o P E 1pXq is the distribution on X given by
ϕ ÞÑ
ż
K
ϕpkg´10 ¨ oq dk pϕ P EpXqq.
This distribution is K-invariant and is clearly independent of the choice of g0.
Note that for h P A we have
(6.3) pχK¨h´1¨oq„ pλq “ ϕλphq pλ P a˚Cq.
Therefore by Theorem 5.1, we see that
Proposition 6.1. Let h P A be fixed. If the function λ ÞÑ ϕλphq is slowly decreasing on a˚C, then
Mh : EpXq Ñ EpXq is surjective.
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7. The Case of Complex G
When G is complex, then K is a compact real form of G and h “ a` ia is a Cartan subalgebra
of g. Let ∆ be the set of roots of g with respect to h, let ∆` be a fixed choice of positive roots,
and let ρ “ řαP∆` α. Let W be the Weyl group corresponding to ∆.
Then for any h P A, we have
(7.1) ϕλphq “ c πpρq
πpiλq
ř
sPW detpsq eisλpHqř
sPW detpsq esρpHq
,
where πpλq “śαP∆` αpλq. (See [Hel00], Ch. IV, Theorem 5.7.)
Our objective is to show that, for fixed h P A, the holomorphic function λ ÞÑ ϕλphq is slowly
decreasing on a˚
C
.
Now h “ expH for a unique H P a. We first consider the case when H P a is regular ; that
is to say, αpHq ‰ 0 for all α P Σ. Then sH ‰ s1H for all s ‰ s1 in W , and the denominator
in (7.1) does not vanish. By the remark after Proposition 2.5, the distribution on a given by
T “ řsPW pdet sq δ´sH is invertible, so its Fourier transform
T ˚pλq “
ÿ
sPW
det s eisλpHq
is slowly decreasing. It is also divisible by the polynomial πpλq in the algebra Hpa˚
C
q. Hence by
Condition (iii) of Theorem 2.2, the function
ϕλpexpHq “ πpρqř
sPW pdet sq esρpHq
¨ T
˚pλq
πpλq
is slowly decreasing. Theorem 5.1 now implies that if µ is the K-invariant distribution χK¨h´1¨o on
X, then cµ : EpXq Ñ EpXq is surjective.
Suppose now that H is not regular. The function λ ÞÑ ϕλphq on a˚C is of course still holomorphic
of exponential type, but the formula (7.1) for ϕλphq needs to modified since in the present case the
“Weyl denominator”
ř
sPW detpsq esρpHq equals 0.
This Weyl denominator can also be written
(7.2)
ÿ
sPW
detpsq esρpHq “
ź
αP∆`
´
eαpHq ´ e´αpHq
¯
.
(See Lemma 24.3 in [Hum78].) Now let ∆0 denote the root system tα P ∆ |αpHq “ 0u, and
let ∆`0 “ ∆0 X ∆`. The Weyl group of ∆0 is the subgroup W0 of W consisting of all elements
which leave H fixed, and is generated by the reflections along the root hyperplanes πα “ αK,
where α P ∆0 (or even the simple root hyperplanes in ∆0.) Let ρ0 “ p1{2q
ř
αP∆`
0
α. The Weyl
denominator corresponding to ∆0 is
(7.3)
ÿ
sPW0
detpsq esρ0pHq “
ź
αP∆`
0
´
eαpHq ´ e´αpHq
¯
.
Let π0 denote the polynomial on a
˚
C
given by π0pλq “
ś
αP∆`
0
αpλq and let |W0| denote the order
of W0. To obtain an explicit expression for ϕλpexpHq, we first calculate ϕλpexppH ` tHρ0qq, and
note that for small positive t, the vector H ` tHρ0 is regular. Then the fraction on the right hand
side of (7.1) isř
sPW detpsqeisλpH`tHρ0 qś
αP∆`
`
eαpH`tHρ0 q ´ e´αpH`tHρ0 q˘
“ 1|W0|
ř
σPW0
ř
sPW detpσ´1sqeiσ
´1sλpH`tHρ0 qś
αP∆`
`
eαpH`tHρ0 q ´ e´αpH`tHρ0 q˘
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The right hand side above can be written
1
|W0|
ř
sPW detpsqeisλpHq
ř
σPW0
detpσqeisλptσHρ0 qś
αP∆`z∆`
0
`
eαpH`tHρ0 q ´ e´αpH`tHρ0 q˘śαP∆`
0
`
eαptHρ0 q ´ e´αptHρ0 q˘ ,
which by (7.3) equals
1
|W0|
ř
sPW detpsqeisλpHq
ś
αP∆`
0
`
eαpit sλq ´ e´αpit sλq˘ś
αP∆`z∆`
0
`
eαpH`tHρ0 q ´ e´αpH`tHρ0 q˘śαP∆`
0
`
eαptHρ0 q ´ e´αptHρ0 q˘ ,
Taking the limit as tÑ 0, we obtain
(7.4) ϕλpexpHq “ πpρq|W0|πpiλqπ0pρ0q
ř
sPW detpsqπ0pisλq eisλpHqś
αP∆`z∆`
0
`
eαpHq ´ e´αpHq˘
The exponential polynomial ψpλ “ řsPW detpsqπ0pisλq eisλpHq is skew in λ, meaning that ψpσλq “
detσ ψpλq for all σ P W . This makes ψpλq divisible by πpiλq, so the right hand side of (7.4)
represents a holomorphic function of λ.
Theorem 7.1. Let X “ G{K, with G complex. For any h P A, the mean value operator
Mh : EpXq Ñ EpXq
is surjective.
8. The Case of a General Noncompact Symmetric Space
We return to the case of a general noncompact symmetric space X “ G{K. For M ě 0 let a`M
be the subchamber tH P a : αpHq ą M for all α P Σ`u, and let A`M “ exp a`M . Our aim in this
subsection is to prove the following result.
Theorem 8.1. There exists a constant M ą 0 such that the mean value operator Mh : EpXq Ñ
EpXq is surjective for all h P A`M .
We believe that the theorem will be true for all h in A, but we are presently not aware of a proof.
By Theorem 5.1 we will need to prove that a constant M can be found such that for any h P A`M
the holomorphic function λ ÞÑ ϕλphq on a˚C is slowly decreasing. The key tool is Harish-Chandra’s
spherical function expansion
(8.1) ϕλpexpHq “
ÿ
sPW
cpsλqΦsλpHq,
where ΦλpHq is the Harish-Chandra series
(8.2) ΦλpHq “
ÿ
µPΛ
Γµpλq episλ´ρ´µqpHq.
(See, for example, [Hel00], Chapter IV, for a derivation and treatment.) In (8.2) the coefficients
Γµpλq, µ P Λ are defined by the recursion formula
Γ0pλq “ 1(8.3)
pxµ, µy ´ 2i xµ, λyqΓµpλq
“ 2
ÿ
αPΣ`
mα
ÿ
ką1,
µ´2kαPΛ`
pxµ` ρ´ 2kα, αy ´ ixλ, αyqΓµ´2kαpλq
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and in the expansion (8.1), cpλq is Harish-Chandra’s c function
(8.4) cpλq
“ c0
ź
αPΣ`
0
2´ixλ,α0y Γpixλ, α0yq
Γ
`
1
2
`
mα
2
`m2α ` xiλ, α0y
˘˘
Γ
`
1
2
`
mα
2
` 1` xiλ, α0y
˘˘ ,
with α0 “ α{xα,αy and
c0 “ Γpp1{2qpmα `m2α ` 1qq2p1{2qmα`m2α .
The c function is a meromorphic function on a˚
C
with poles in the hyperplanes ixλ, α0y “ ´m, for
all α P Σ`0 and m P Z`.
The equality (8.2) holds (and the series ΦsλpHq converge for all s PW ) when H P a` and λ P a˚C
satisfy xµ, µy ´ 2ixµ, sλy ‰ 0 for all µ P Λzt0u and ipsλ´ s1λq R rΛ for all s ‰ s1 in W .
In particular, the Harish-Chandra series (8.2) converges for all λ P a˚. While the expansion (8.2)
is employed mostly to study the spherical function ϕλpexpHq as a function of H (for fixed λ), for
the purpose of proving Theorem 8.1 we would like to examine its behavior as λ varies, with H
fixed, while maintaining the prescribed limitations on λ.
Explicitly, in view of the slow decrease criterion (2.2) we would like to use the Harish-Chandra
expansion to show that there exists a constant M ě 0 such that for all H P a`M , there are positive
constants A,B,C, and D (depending on H) for which
(8.5) supt|ϕλpexpHq| : λ P a˚C, }λ´ ξ} ď A logp2` }ξ}qu ě BpC ` }ξ}q´D
for all ξ P a˚.
We start with a technical lemma which gives an estimate for the coefficients Γµpλq when the
imaginary part of λ is bounded by a given fixed constant.
Lemma 8.2. Suppose that η P a˚ satisfies }η} ă p1{4q}µ} for all µ P Λzt0u. For any vector
H0 P a`, there is a constant KH0 such that
(8.6) |Γµpξ ` iηq| ď KH0 eµpH0q
for all µ P Λ and all ξ P a˚.
Since Λzt0u has no accumulation point, the set of all such η is a nonempty open ball in a˚.
Proof. For any ξ P a˚ and any µ P Λzt0u, our condition for η implies that
|xµ, µy ´ 2i xµ, ξ ` iηy| “ |xµ, µy ` 2 xµ, ηy ´ 2ixµ, ξy|
ě xµ, µy ´ 2}µ} }η}
ą 1
2
xµ, µy.(8.7)
Hence Γµpξ ` iηq is well-defined for each µ P Λ.
Now recall that in [Gan71] the radial density function on a` is given by
δpHq “
ź
αPΣ`
peαpHq ´ e´αpHqqmα
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We then have series expansions
δ1{2pHq “ eρpHq
ÿ
νPΛ
bνe
´νpHq,
δ´1{2pHq “ e´ρpHq
ÿ
νPΛ
cνe
´νpHq,
δ´1{2pHqLapδ1{2qpHq “
ÿ
νPΛ
dνe
´νpHq,
for H P a`, where the coefficients bν , cν , and dν all grow polynomially in }ν}, and d0 “ xρ, ρy.
Gangolli’s modification of the Harish-Chandra series is given by
ΨλpHq “ δ1{2pHqΦλpHq
“
ÿ
µPΛ
Aµpλqepiλ´µqpHq(8.8)
The coefficients Aµpλq satisfy the recurrence relation
(8.9) pxµ, µy ´ 2ixµ, λyqAµpλq “
ÿ
νPΛ, νą0
µ´νPΛ
Aµ´νpλq dν
Now in Gangolli’s paper [Gan71], the inequality (8.7) (without the factor 1{2) was used for λ P
a˚ ` ia˚` to prove that there exists a constant CH0 such that |Aµpλq| ď CH eµpH0q for all µ P Λ; the
relation
Γµpλq “
ÿ
νPΛ
µ´νPΛ
cνAµ´νpλq
then implies that there exists a constant DH0 such that
|Γµpλq| ď DH0 eµpH0q
for all λ P a˚ ` ia˚` and all µ P Λ.
Because the inequality (8.7) also holds for λ “ ξ ` iη, the very same proof shows that there is a
constant KH0 satisfying the inequality (8.6). This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Our aim is to find a lower bound for the supremum in (8.5). This estimate is accomplished using
λ “ ξ´ iη for a fixed η P a˚`. This restricts the range of the parameter λ, but it is sufficient for our
purposes. From now on we will fix an element η P a˚ satisfying the five conditions below. Condition
(b) is assumed to hold for all µ P Λzt0u, and Conditions (c)–(e) are assumed to hold for all s PW ,
and all α P Σ`0 :
(a) η P a˚`;
(b) }η} ă p1{4q }µ};
(c) xsη, α0y R ´Z`;
(d) xsη, α0y `mα{2`m2α R ´2Z`;
(e) xsη, α0y `mα{2` 1 R ´2Z`.
Since a˚` is an open cone in a
˚ with vertex at 0, the set of all η satisying (a) and (b) is a nonempty
open subset of a˚. Conditions (c)–(e) are needed in order to apply Stirling’s formula for the Gamma
function, and they stipulate that η does not belong to a countable set of hyperplanes in a˚. Their
union is a set of measure zero in a˚, so there will be elements η P a˚ satisfying (a)–(e).
Lemma 8.3. Let η be the fixed element of a˚ chosen above, and let s P W . Then
(8.10) |cpspξ ´ iηqq| —
ź
αPΣ`
0
p1` |xξ, α0y|q´pmα`m2αq{2
for all ξ P a˚.
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The symbol — in (8.10) means that there are positive constants r1 and r2 (which depend on s)
such that
(8.11) r1
ź
αPΣ`
0
p1` |xξ, α0y|q´pmα`m2αq{2
ď |cpspξ ´ iηqq| ď r2
ź
αPΣ`
0
p1` |xξ, α0y|q´pmα`m2αq{2
for all ξ P a˚.
Proof. Using the identity Γp2zq “ π´1{222z´1 ΓpzqΓpz ` 1{2q the c function formula (8.4) becomes
cpλq “ c1
ź
αPΣ`
0
Γ
´
ixλ,α0y
2
¯
Γ
´
ixλ,α0y
2
` 1
2
¯
Γ
´
mα
4
` m2α
2
` xiλ,α0y
2
¯
Γ
´
mα
4
` 1
2
` xiλ,α0y
2
¯
for some positive constant c1. Then putting λ “ ξ ´ iη, we obtain
(8.12) cpspξ ´ iηqq
“ c1
ź
αPΣ`
0
Γ
´
xsη,α0y`ixsξ,α0y
2
¯
Γ
´
xsη,α0y`ixsξ,α0y
2
` 1
2
¯
Γ
´
mα
4
` m2α
2
` xsη,α0y`ixsξ,α0y
2
¯
Γ
´
mα
4
` 1
2
` xsη,α0y`ixsξ,α0y
2
¯
Conditions ((c)–(e) for η ensure that all the Gamma functions on the right hand side of (8.12)
are well-defined for all ξ P a˚ and all s PW . Since the Gamma function has no zeros, for our fixed
η we also see that the right hand side above never vanishes for all s PW and all ξ P a˚.
Now we use the following asymptotic formula for the ratio of two Gamma functions
(8.13)
Γpzq
Γpz ` bq « z
´b p1`Op1{zqq as |z| Ñ 8,
for b ą 0, which is valid as long as ´π` δ ă Arg z ă π´ δ, for small positive δ. (See, for example,
Formula 6.1.47 in [AS64].)
For each ξ P a˚, the real part of the argument in each of the Gamma functions on the right hand
side of (8.12) is constant (and not an integer ď 0), so in particular the asymptotic formula (8.13)
implies that ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ Γ
´
xsη,α0y`ixsξ,α0y
2
¯
Γ
´
mα
4
` m2α
2
` xsη,α0y`ixsξ,α0y
2
¯
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ — p1` |xsξ, α0y|q´mα4 `m2α2
and ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ Γ
´
xsη,α0y`ixsξ,α0y
2
` 1
2
¯
Γ
´
mα
4
` 1
2
` xsη,α0y`ixsξ,α0y
2
¯
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ — p1` |xsξ, α0y|q´mα4
for any α P Σ`0 . Hence (8.12) implies that
|cpspξ ´ iηqq| —
ź
αPΣ`
0
`
1` |xξ, s´1α0y|
˘´mα`m2α
2
“
ź
αPΣ`
0
p1` |xξ, α0y|q´
mα`m2α
2 ,
proving the asymptotic relation (8.10). 
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Let us now prove Theorem 8.1. Again we recall that we have fixed the element η P a˚ satisfying
Conditions (a)–(e) above. According to Lemma 8.3, there are constants m1 and m2 such that
|cpξ ´ iηq| ě m1
ź
αPΣ`
0
p1` |xξ, α0y|q´
mα`m2α
2
for all ξ P a˚, and
|cpspξ ´ iηqq| ď m2
ź
αPΣ`
0
p1` |xξ, α0y|q´
mα`m2α
2
for all ξ P a˚ and all s in W .
For the moment let us fix a vector H0 P a`. Since η P a˚ satisfies Condition (a), Lemma 8.2
implies that there is a positive constant KH0 for which
|Γµpspξ ´ iηqq| ď KH0 eµpH0q
for all µ P Λ, all ξ P a˚, and all s P W . Let M1 be any number larger than |αpH0q| for all α P Σ`0 .
Then by (8.2), (8.10), and the estimate above, the sum (8.1) representing ϕξ´iηpHq converges
uniformly on the region pξ,Hq P a˚ ˆ aM1 .
In particular, for pξ,Hq P a˚ ˆ aM1 , we have
eρpHq |ϕξ´iηpexpHq|
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
sPW
cpspξ ´ iηqq
ÿ
µPΛ
Γµpspξ ´ iηqqesηpHq`isξpHq´µpHq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ě |cpξ ´ iηq| eηpHq ´ |cpξ ´ iηq|
ÿ
µPΛzt0u
|Γµpξ ´ iηq| eηpHq´µpHq
´
ÿ
s‰e
|cpspξ ´ iηqq|
ÿ
µPΛ
|Γµpspξ ´ iηqq|esηpHq´µpHq
ě eηpHq
ź
αPΣ`
0
p1` |xξ, α0y|q´
mα`m2α
2 ˆ(8.14)
¨˝
m1 ´m2
ÿ
µPΛzt0u
KH0e
µpH0q´µpHq ´m2
ÿ
s‰e
esηpHq´ηpHq
ÿ
µPΛ
KH0e
µpH0q´µpHq‚˛
Let α1, . . . , αl be the simple roots in a
˚
`, and let H1, . . . ,Hl be a dual basis of a. If H “řl
j“1 kjHj P a, then H P a` if and only if each kj ą 0 and for any M ą 0, H P aM if and only if
each kj ąM .
Let `a˚ be the dual cone tλ P a˚ : λpHq ą 0 for all H P a`u. Then λ P `a˚ if and only if λ
is nonzero and λ “ řlj“1mjαj, where each mj ě 0. For λ P `a˚ we put mpλq “ řlj“1mj . Since
η P a˚`, we have η ´ sη P `a˚ for all s ‰ e in W . (See, for instance, [Hel01], Ch. VII, Theorem
2.12.)
Let M ą M1. If H P a`M , then µpHq ą Mmpµq and ηpHq ´ sηpHq ą Mmpη ´ sηq. Thus the
relation (8.14) implies that
(8.15) eρpHq |ϕξ´iηpexpHq| ě eηpHq
ź
αPΣ`
0
p1` |xξ, α0y|q´
mα`m2α
2 ˆ
¨˝
m1 ´m2KH0eµpH0q
¨˝ ÿ
µPΛzt0u
e´Mmpµq `
ÿ
s‰e
e´Mmpη´sηq
ÿ
µPΛ
e´Mmpµq‚˛˛‚
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Since both
ř
µPΛzt0u e
´Mmpµq and
ř
s‰e e
´Mmpη´sηq tend to 0 as M Ñ8, the expression
(8.16) m1 ´m2KH0eµpH0q
¨˝ ÿ
µPΛzt0u
e´Mmpµq `
ÿ
s‰e
e´Mmpη´sηq
ÿ
µPΛ
e´Mmpµq‚˛
is positive for all sufficiently large M . Choose one such M , and denote the expression (8.16) by
CM . Then relation (8.15) gives
ep´η`ρqpHq |ϕξ´iηpexpHq| ě CM
ź
αPΣ`
0
p1` |xξ, α0y|q´
mα`m2α
2
ě C 1CM p1` }ξ}q´ dimN2
for all H P aM and all ξ P a˚, where C 1 is a constant that depends only on Σ. Since }η} is fixed, this
clearly implies the slow decrease condition (8.5) for each H P aM , and this in turn proves Theorem
8.1.
9. Surjectivity in the rank one case
In this section we assume that X “ G{K is of rank one. The purpose of this section is to
show that λ ÞÑ ϕλphq is slowly decreasing, thereby proving the surjectivity of mean value operators
according to Proposition 6.1.
Let α and 2α be the positive roots and let p “ mα, q “ m2α, respectively. In addition let
n “ dimG{K. Here we note that in this case n “ p` q ` 1. We define a norm || ¨ || on a by
||X|| :“
ˆ
´ 1
2pp ` 4qqBpX, θXq
˙ 1
2
.
Here Bp¨, ¨q and θ denote the Killing form and the Cartan involution, respectively. We take H P a
such that αpHq “ 1.
Next, we identify a˚ with R and denote by ϕλ the zonal spherical function on G{K corresponding
to λ P a˚ – R. Then we have the following.
Theorem 9.1 (Koornwinder [Koo75]). Fix t ą 0 and let h “ ExpptHq. Then
(9.1)
Γpn´1
2
qΓp1
2
q
2
n´1
2 Γpn
2
q
psinh tqn´2pcosh tq q2 ϕλphq
“
ż t
0
cospλsq pcosh t´ cosh sqn´32 2F1
ˆ
1´ q
2
,
q
2
;
n´ 1
2
;
cosh t´ cosh s
2 cosh t
˙
ds.
Remark 9.2. For the details of the above theorem, see also Rouvie`re [Rou14] p.113.
We fix t ą 0 and put
(9.2) Ipλq :“
ż t
0
cospλsq pcosh t´ cosh sqn´32 2F1
ˆ
1´ q
2
,
q
2
;
n´ 1
2
;
cosh t´ cosh s
2 cosh t
˙
ds.
We write the holomorphic extension of Ipλq as Ipζq, pζ P Cq. As a direct consequence of Theorem
9.1, it suffices to show that the entire function C Q ζ ÞÑ Ipζq is slowly decreasing. We will need to
split up in two cases, namely when n is either odd or even.
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9.1. The case when n is odd. First, we consider the case when n is an odd number. We put
n´ 3 “ 2ℓ (ℓ P Z, ℓ ě 0).
In this case, we note that p “ 2ℓ` 2, q “ 0 and that the hypergeometric function appearing in
the integrand of Ipλq is just a constant function. More precisely, we have
2F1
ˆ
1´ q
2
,
q
2
;
n´ 1
2
;
cosh t´ cosh s
2 cosh t
˙
“ 1.
For a nonnegative integer m, let
(9.3) Impλq :“
ż t
´t
cospλsq pcosh t´ cosh sqm ds.
By the above, obviously Ipλq “ 1
2
Iℓpλq. So our objective in this subsection is to compute Impλq.
Let us put
fmpsq “ pcosh t´ cosh sqm.
Then we see easily that fm satisfies
(9.4) f
2
mpsq “ m2fmpsq ´mp2m´ 1q cosh tfm´1psq `mpm´ 1q sinh2 tfm´2psq, pm ě 2q.
By integration by parts and applying (9.4), we get
Impλq ”
ż t
´t
cospλsq fmpsq ds
“ ´ 1
λ2
ż t
´t
cospλsq f 2mpsq ds
“ ´ 1
λ2
ż t
´t
cospλsqˆ
tm2fmpsq ´mp2m´ 1q cosh tfm´1psq `mpm´ 1q sinh2 tfm´2psqu ds
“ ´m
2
λ2
Impλq ´ mp2m´ 1q
λ2
cosh t Im´1pλq ` mpm´ 1q
λ2
sinh2 t Im´2pλq.
Therefore, we obtain the recurrence formula
(9.5) Impλq “ 1
λ2 `m2
 ´mp2m´ 1q cosh t Im´1pλq `mpm´ 1q sinh2 t Im´2pλq( .
On the other hand, by direct computation, we have
(9.6)
I0pλq “ 2 sinpλtq
λ
,
I1pλq “ ´2 sinh t
λ2 ` 1 cospλtq `
2 cosh t
pλ2 ` 1q
sinpλtq
λ
.
Combining (9.5) and (9.6), we have
Theorem 9.3. There exist rational functions Pmpλq and Qmpλq of λ such that
Impλq “ Pmpλqsinpλtq
λ
`Qmpλq cospλtq.
Moreover, the above Pmpλq and Qmpλq are real valued and smooth on R.
We are now in a position to prove that Impλq is slowly decreasing.
By Theorem 9.3, Smpλq :“ pPmpλq{λq2 ` Qmpλq2 is a rational function which is smooth and
non-negative on p0,8q. Pm and Qm may have a finite number of common zeros. So if we take
sufficiently large ξ0pą 0q, then Smpλq ą 0 for λ ą ξ0. As a result, we have
Smpλq ě Ap1` |λ|qk , for λ ě ξ0,
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for some constants A ą 0 and k.
For ξ P R, we define two subsets Uξ and Vξ of C as follows.
Uξ :“ tζ P C; ||ζ ´ ξ|| ă A logp2` |ξ|qu,
Vξ :“ Uξ X R.
Obviously, Uξ Ą Vξ. If necessary, we take the above ξ0 such that
A logp2` |2ξ0|q ě π
t
, 2ξ0 ´A logp2` |2ξ0|q ě ξ0.
Then
sup
ζPUξ
|Impζq| ě sup
λPVξ
|Impλq|
“ sup
λPVξ
ˇˇˇˇ
Pmpλqsinpλtq
λ
`Qmpλq cospλtq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ sup
λPVξ
Smpλq
ě Smpξq
ě Ap1` |ξ|qk , for ξ ě 2ξ0.
It follows easily from the above inequalities that Impζq is slowly decreasing.
9.2. The case when n is even. Next, we consider the case when n is an even number. Our first
objective in this subsection is to give an asymptotic expansion of Ipλq as λÑ `8.
We put n ´ 2 “ 2ℓ (ℓ P Z, ℓ ě 0). In this case, Ipλq is written in terms of Bessel functions of
the first kind. More precisely, we have the following.
Theorem 9.4. (i) Ipλq has the following Bessel function series expansion.
Ipλq “
N´1ÿ
m“0
dm
ˆ
t
λ
˙ℓ`m
Jℓ`mpλtq ` rN pλq, where(9.7)
dm “ π
2
p2ℓ` 2m´ 1q!! ˆ
ÿ
j,kě0, j`k“m
a
ℓ`k´ 1
2
0 b
pℓ`kq
j ck.(9.8)
The constants a0, b
pℓ`kq
j , and ck are given respectively by the expressions (10.7), (10.5), and
(10.1) in Appendix A. In addition, L!! is defined as follows: p´1q!! “ 1, 0!! “ 1, and for
any positive integer L, L!! is the product of all the integers from 1 up to L that have the
same parity as L.
(ii) The N -th remainder term rN pλq satisfies
|rN pλq| ď CNp|λ| ` 1qN , for λ P R.
We will prove the above theorem in Appendix A.
Formula (9.7) gives an explicit asymptotic expansion of Ipλq as λÑ 8, because the asymptotic
expansion of each Bessel function is well known. In fact, we have
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Theorem 9.5. (See, for example, [GR15], §8.451, Formula 1.) If z Ñ8 under the condition that
| arg z| ă π, we have
Jmpzq “
c
2
πz
cos
´
z ´ π
2
m´ π
4
¯
ˆ
#
N´1ÿ
k“0
p´1qkΓpm` 2k ` 1
2
q
p2kq!Γpm ´ 2k ` 1
2
q
1
p2zq2k `R
p1q
N
+
´
c
2
πz
sin
´
z ´ π
2
m´ π
4
¯
ˆ
#
N´1ÿ
k“0
p´1qkΓpm` 2k ` 3
2
q
p2k ` 1q!Γpm´ 2k ´ 1
2
q
1
p2zq2k`1 `R
p2q
N
+
,
where the N -th remainder terms R
p1q
N and R
p2q
N satisfy
|Rp1qN | ă
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ p´1qNΓpm` 2N ` 12qp2Nq!Γpm ´ 2N ` 1
2
qp2zq2N
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ , pN ą m2 ´ 14q
|Rp2qN | ă
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ p´1qNΓpm` 2N ` 32qp2N ` 1q!Γpm ´ 2N ´ 1
2
qp2zq2N`1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ , pN ą m2 ´ 34q.
Theorem 9.4 and Theorem 9.5 yield the following.
Corollary 9.6. Ipλq is written as
Ipλq “ d0
ˆ
t
λ
˙ℓ
ˆ
c
2
πλt
cos
´
λt´ π
2
ℓ´ π
4
¯
` rr1pλq,
where rr1pλq satisfies
|rr1pλq| ď Cp|λ| ` 1qℓ` 32 , λ P R.
Now we will prove that Ipλq is slowly decreasing.
For ξ P R, we define three subsets Uξ, Vξ, and Wξ of C as follows.
Uξ :“ tζ P C; ||ζ ´ ξ|| ă A logp2` |ξ|qu,
Vξ :“ Uξ X R,
Wξ :“ tλ P R; ξ ´ 2π ă λt ă ξ u,
Obviously, Uξ Ą Vξ. We take
A “
c
1
2πt
d0t
ℓ.
Then we see easily that
sup
λPWξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇd0
ˆ
t
λ
˙ℓ
ˆ
c
2
πλt
cos
´
λt´ π
2
ℓ´ π
4
¯ˇˇˇˇˇ ě 2A|ξ|´ℓ´ 12 for ξ ą 2π.
Next, we take sufficiently large positive constant δ0pą 2πq. Then for ξ ą δ0, we have Vξ Ą Wξ.
(Take δ0 such that A logp2` |δ0|q ě 2πt.) As a result, we have
Uξ Ą Vξ ĄWξ, for ξ ą δ0.
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Therefore, we have
sup
ζPUξ
|Ipζq| ě sup
λPVξ
|Ipλq|
ě sup
λPWξ
|Ipλq|
ě sup
λPWξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇd0
ˆ
t
λ
˙ℓ
ˆ
c
2
πλt
cos
´
λt´ π
2
ℓ´ π
4
¯ˇˇˇˇˇ´ supλPWξ |rr1pλq|
ě 2A|ξ|´ℓ´ 12 ´ C
p|ξ| ` 1qℓ` 32
ě Ap|ξ| ` 1q´ℓ´ 12 ` p|ξ| ` 1q´ℓ´ 12 `A´ Cp|ξ| ` 1q´1˘ , for ξ ą δ0.
Again, we take another positive constant δ1pą δ0q such that
A´ Cp|ξ| ` 1q´1 ą 0, for ξ ą δ1.
Then we have
sup
ζPUξ
|Ipζq| ě Ap|ξ| ` 1q´ℓ´ 12 for ξ ą δ1.
A similar argument holds for ξ ă ´δ1. Namely, we have
(9.9) sup
ζPUξ
|Ipζq| ě Ap|ξ| ` 1q´ℓ´ 12 for |ξ| ą δ1.
It follows from (9.9) that Ipλq is slowly decreasing.
10. Appendix A: Bessel series expansion
In this appendix, we will prove Theorem 9.4.
We put
F pzq :“ 2F1
ˆ
1´ q
2
,
q
2
;
n´ 1
2
;
z
2 cosh t
˙
,
Zpsq :“ cosh t´ cosh s.
Let us write the power series expansion of F pzq as
F pzq “
8ÿ
k“0
ckz
k “
N´1ÿ
k“0
ckz
k ` FN pzq,
where FN is the N -th remainder term and the k-th coefficient ck is given by
(10.1) ck “
p1´ q
2
qkp q2 qk
pn´1
2
qk k! p2 cosh tqk
.
Then Ipλq is written as
(10.2)
Ipλq “
N´1ÿ
k“0
ck
ż t
0
cospλsq tZpsquℓ`k´ 12 ds
`
ż t
0
cospλsq tZpsquℓ´ 12 FN pZpsqq ds.
Next, we put
(10.3) Ikpλq :“
ż t
0
cospλsq tZpsquℓ`k´ 12 ds
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From now on, we will expand the right hand side of (10.3) as a series of Bessel functions. Let us
define a function f by
fpzq “
8ÿ
k“0
1
p2kq!z
k
Then we see easily that cosh z “ fpz2q. Moreover, we have
fpt2q ´ fpt2 ´ zq
z
“
8ÿ
k“0
akz
k, where
ak “ p´1q
kf pk`1qpt2q
pk ` 1q! , pk “ 0, 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ q.
Therefore, we can put"
fpt2q ´ fpt2 ´ zq
z
*m´ 1
2
“ am´
1
2
0
ˆ
1` a1
a0
z ` a2
a0
z2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨
˙m´ 1
2
(10.4)
“ am´
1
2
0 p1` bpmq1 z ` bpmq2 z2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ q(10.5)
“ am´
1
2
0 p1` bpmq1 z ` bpmq2 z2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bpmqN´1zN´1q ` gpm,NqpzqzN ,(10.6)
where gpm,Nqpzq is holomorphic near the line segment r0, t2s Ă C and where the coefficients bpmqj pj “
1, 2, 3 ¨ ¨ ¨ q are written as a polynomial of a1
a0
,
a2
a0
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aj
a0
. For example, the first three coefficients
b
pmq
1 , b
pmq
2 , b
pmq
3 in the above expansion are given by
b
pmq
1 “ pm´
1
2
qa1
a0
, b
pmq
2 “ pm´
1
2
qa2
a0
`
ˆ
m´ 1
2
2
˙ˆ
a1
a0
˙2
,
b
pmq
3 “ pm´
1
2
qa3
a0
` 2
ˆ
m´ 1
2
2
˙
a1a2
a20
`
ˆ
m´ 1
2
3
˙ˆ
a1
a0
˙3
.
Here we define b
pmq
0 :“ 1. We also note that for each fixed t ą 0
(10.7) a0 “ sinh
?
t
2
?
t
ą 0.
By substituting z “ t2 ´ s2 in (10.6), we haveˆ
cosh t´ cosh s
t2 ´ s2
˙m´ 1
2
“ am´
1
2
0
N´1ÿ
j“0
b
pmq
j pt2 ´ s2qj
` gpm,Nqpt2 ´ s2qpt2 ´ s2qN .
Thus we have
tZpsqun´32 `k ” tZpsquℓ`k´ 12
” pcosh t´ cosh sqℓ`k´ 12
“ pt2 ´ s2qℓ`k´ 12
ˆ
cosh t´ cosh s
t2 ´ s2
˙ℓ`k´ 1
2
“ aℓ`k´
1
2
0
N´1ÿ
j“0
b
pℓ`kq
j pt2 ´ s2qℓ`k`j´
1
2
` pt2 ´ s2qℓ`k`N´ 12 gpℓ`k,Nqpt2 ´ s2q
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Therefore, Ikpλq is rewritten as
(10.8)
Ikpλq “ aℓ`k´
1
2
0
N´1ÿ
j“0
b
pℓ`kq
j
ż t
0
cospλsqpt2 ´ s2qℓ`k`j´ 12 ds
`
ż t
0
cospλsqpt2 ´ s2qℓ`k`N´ 12 gpℓ`k,Nqpt2 ´ s2q ds.
Here in the R. H. S. of (10.8), we have
(10.9)
ż t
0
cospλsqpt2 ´ s2qℓ`k`j´ 12 ds
“ t2pℓ`k`jq
ż π
2
0
cospλt sin θq cos2pℓ`k`jq θ dθ
“ π
2
ˆ p2ℓ` 2k ` 2j ´ 1q!! ˆ
ˆ
t
λ
˙ℓ`k`j
ˆ Jℓ`k`jpλtq.
In the above, Jmpzq denotes the Bessel function of the first kind. We also note that in the compu-
tation of (10.9), we used the following formula for Bessel functions.
ż π
2
0
cospz sin θq cos2m θ dθ “ π
2
ˆ p2m´ 1q!!
zm
ˆ Jmpzq.
For details, see, for example, [GR15], §3.715, Formula 10.
Combining (10.2), (10.3), (10.8), and (10.9), we have
(10.10)
Ipλq
“
N´1ÿ
k“0
N´1ÿ
j“0
a
ℓ`k´ 1
2
0 b
pℓ`kq
j ck ˆ
π
2
ˆ p2ℓ` 2k ` 2j ´ 1q!!ˆ
ˆ
t
λ
˙ℓ`k`j
ˆ Jℓ`k`jpλtq
`
N´1ÿ
k“0
INk pλq `RN pλq,
where
INk pλq “
ż t
0
cospλsqpt2 ´ s2qℓ`k`N´ 12 gpℓ`k,Nqpt2 ´ s2q ds,(10.11)
RN pλq “
ż t
0
cospλsq tZpsquℓ´ 12 FN pZpsqq ds.(10.12)
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Let us rewrite (10.10) as follows.
(10.13)
Ipλq “
N´1ÿ
m“0
dm
ˆ
t
λ
˙ℓ`m
Jℓ`mpλtq `ĄRN pλq,
where
dm “ π
2
p2ℓ` 2m´ 1q!!ˆ
ÿ
0ďj,k j`k“m
a
ℓ`k´ 1
2
0 b
pℓ`kq
j ck,
ĄRN pλq “ π
2
ÿ
0ďj,kďN´1,Nďj`k
a
ℓ`k´ 1
2
0 b
pℓ`kq
j ckp2ℓ` 2k ` 2j ´ 1q!!
ˆ
ˆ
t
λ
˙ℓ`k`j
Jℓ`k`jpλtq
`
N´1ÿ
k“0
INk pλq `RN pλq
Our next objective is to estimate the remainder term ĄRN pλq, We need the following lemma.
Lemma 10.1. (i) Let ϕpsq be an even function of class C2m defined on r´t, ts. We assume
that
(10.14) ϕp˘tq “ ϕ1p˘tq “ ϕ2p˘tq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ϕp2m´1qp˘tq “ 0.
Then we have ż t
0
cospλsqϕpsq ds “ p´1q
m
λ2m
ż t
0
cospλsqϕp2mqpsq ds.
(ii) Moreover, we haveˇˇˇ ż t
0
cospλsqϕpsq ds
ˇˇˇ
ď C|λ|2m , for λ P Rzt0u,
where the above constant C does not depent on λ.
Proof. By repeating integral by parts 2m-times, we get (i). By taking C “
ż t
0
|ϕp2mqpsq| ds, we get
the estimate (ii). 
We apply Lemma 10.1 to the remaider terms INk pλq and RN pλq by taking
ϕpsq “ pt2 ´ s2qℓ`k`N´ 12 gpℓ`k,Nqpt2 ´ s2q,
and ϕpsq “ tZpsquℓ´ 12 FN pZpsqq,
respectively. As a result, we have
|INk pλq| ď
Cpk,Nq
|λ|2r ℓ`k`N´12 s
, for λ P Rzt0u,(10.15)
and |RN pλq| ď
CpNq
|λ|2r ℓ`N´12 s
, for λ P Rzt0u,(10.16)
where rxs denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x. In the above estimates, the constants
Cpk,Nq and CpNq do not depend on λ. Next, we go into the estimate of Bessel functions. By the
definition of the Bessel function
Jmpzq “ 1
π
ż π
0
cospmθ ´ z sin θq dθ,
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we have
(10.17) Jmpλtq ď 1, for λ P R.
By (10.15), (10.16), and (10.17), we have
(10.18) |ĄRN pλq| ď ĄCNp|λ| ` 1q2rN´12 s , for λ P R,
if we take some suitable constantĄCN .
Here we replace N by 2N ` 1 in (10.13). Then we have
Ipλq “
N´1ÿ
m“0
dm
ˆ
t
λ
˙ℓ`m
Jℓ`mpλtq ` rN pλq, where(10.19)
rN pλq “
2Nÿ
m“N
dm
ˆ
t
λ
˙ℓ`m
Jℓ`mpλtq ` ČR2N`1pλq.(10.20)
We apply (10.17) and (10.18) to R.H.S of (10.20). Then we see easily that there exists a positive
constant CN independent of λ such that
|rN pλq| ď CNp|λ| ` 1qN , for λ P R.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 9.4.
11. Appendix B: A Smoothness Result
In this section we will prove a smoothness result for quotients that is needed to complete the
proof of Theorem 5.1.
We first introduce some notation which we will use below. For any z P C and r ą 0, let Drpzq “
tζ P C : |ζ ´ z| ď ru, let Drpzq be its closure, and let Crpzq be the circle tζ P C : |ζ ´ z| “ ru. If
z “ 0, we will just use the notation Dr and Cr in place of Drp0q and Crp0q.
Proposition 11.1. Let U Ă Rm and V Ă Cn be open sets, and let F px, zq be C8 on U ˆ V and
holomorphic in z for each fixed x. Suppose that gpzq is a nonzero holomorphic function on V such
that F px, zq{gpzq is holomorphic for each x. Then F px, zq{gpzq is C8 on U ˆ V .
Proof. It suffices to prove that F {g is smooth on a neighborhood of each point px0, z0q P U ˆ V for
which gpz0q “ 0. For simplicity, we can assume that x0 “ 0 and z0 “ 0 and then by shrinking U
and V , we can assume that U and V are balls centered at the origins in Rm and Cn, respectively.
We can also assume that F is not identically 0.
Let V Ă V be the zero locus V “ tz P V : gpzq “ 0u. Since g is not identically 0, it is not
identically 0 on some complex line ℓ through the origin in V ; applying a linear operator on Cn, we
can assume that ℓ “ tz P V : z2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ zn “ 0u. (If n “ 1, we have ℓ “ V .)
Since we’re trying to prove the smoothness of F {g on a neighborhood of p0, 0q, we can conveniently
shrink V even further and assume that V is an open polydisk Dr1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Drn in Cn, so ℓ “
Dr1 ˆ t0u ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ t0u.
Now ℓ X V consists of isolated points, so in particular there is closed disk Ds1 (with positive
radius s1) inside Dr1 such that V X pDs1 ˆ t0u ˆ . . .ˆ t0uq “ p0, . . . , 0q.
Since Cs1 ˆ t0u ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ t0u is a compact set disjoint from the (relatively) closed set V, there is
a tube Cs1 ˆDs2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDsn in V disjoint from V. Then in particular, Cs1 ˆ Cs2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Csn is
disjoint from V. Let V 1 “ Ds1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆDsn .
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Now for any px, zq P U ˆ V 1, we have
F px, zq
gpzq
“ 1p2πiqn
ż
Cs1
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Csn
F px, ζ1, . . . , ζnq{gpζ1, . . . , ζnq
pζ1 ´ z1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pζn ´ znq dζn ¨ ¨ ¨ dζ1.
Since |gpζ1, . . . , ζnq| is bounded below by a fixed positive constant on the compact set Cs1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆCsn ,
we can apply the usual arguments for differentiating inside the integral to conclude that if α P pZ`qm
and β “ pβ1, . . . , βnq P pZ`qn, then
Dαx pBβ1z1 q ¨ ¨ ¨ pBβnzn q
ˆ
F px, zq
gpzq
˙
“ β1! ¨ ¨ ¨ βn!p2πiqn
ż
Cs1
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
Csn
DαxF px, ζ1, . . . , ζnq{gpζ1, . . . , ζnq
pζ1 ´ z1qβ1`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pζn ´ znqβn`1 dζn ¨ ¨ ¨ dζ1
for all px, zq P U ˆ V 1. This of course proves the lemma. 
The following example shows that analyticity is needed in the second argument. Let m “ n “ 1
and define the function gpyq on R by
gpyq “
#
e´1{y
2
if y ‰ 0
0 if y “ 0.
Then the function on R2 given by
F px, yq “
#
xgpyq{px2 ` y2q if px, yq ‰ p0, 0q
0 if px, yq “ p0, 0q
is smooth, but F px, yq{gpyq does not extend to a continuous function on R2.
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